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The book covers everything you could possibly need and it teaches the subject in a way that's very easy to consume regardless of your skill level. How to Render. Learning the theory behind light is certainly a good idea. I know this book isn't specifically made for lighting but it's one of the best all-around art fundamentals books for concept artists & illustrators. As the title suggests, Art Fundamentals teaches you a little bit about all the major fundamental skills you need to master before getting into professional artwork. IES endeavors to bring you the latest and best in lighting-related books that represent the views and opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of the IES. Best sellers and industry must-haves can be found in this listing—a hand-picked selection of resources from a variety of top authors and publishers. The Lighting Secrets of the World's Best Wedding Photographers. Discover dramatic and original lighting techniques to improve your wedding photography! Click to Buy. The most comprehensive wealth of practical lighting information I've ever seen! "The LIT book is exactly what photographers are looking for! Full of amazing visuals, behind the scenes info, tips, and setups, all from the most talented photographers in the world. Might just be the most resourceful photo book I've ever seen made." Purchase the LIT eBook.